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THINK-X LETS EVERYONE DISCOVER AND ACTIVATE HUMAN POTENTIAL

Uniquely Engage Employees
in a Way That Benefits Everyone
Benefits should be just that – something employers and
employees see as a workplace advantage. Both sides want
affordable, accessible perks that make their workplace
uniquely attractive and reason to be proud.
Yet outside of open enrollment, it’s increasingly difficult to
engage employees – and employers. Getting and keeping
their attention is hard, even if it is about improving their own
wellbeing and productivity.

Incredible Insight Potential

Full Potential Thinking
Everyone has ingrained thinking that is formed from our
experiences, knowledge, and environments. This root
source thinking directs our self-beliefs and mindsets that,
in turn, impact the way we act, react, and interact.
While traditional assessments categorize people
according to personality, intelligence, and behaviors,
Think-X goes deeper to identify, measure, and correct
counterproductive thinking. Freed from these cognitive
constraints, individuals and teams can achieve higher
levels of productivity, performance, and wellbeing.

Think-X empowers employees to have more productive
thinking. Done independently online, employees receive
invaluable professional development training and
coaching that in turn, improves their confidence and
contributions.
Think-X generates critical analytics that help employers
predict high potential hires and better align benefit
offerings. Plus, benefits carriers can use the data to better
customize consumer communications.

70%

67%

EMPLOYEES WHO WERE
COACHED BENEFITED FROM
IMPROVED WORK PERFORMANCE, RELATIONSHIPS,
AND MORE EFFECTIVE
COMMUNICATION SKILLS.

OF EMPLOYERS INTEND
TO OFFER WELL-BEING
PROGRAMS NOT FOCUSED
ON PHYSICAL HEALTH IN
COMING YEARS
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Hire & Develop Exceptional People Who Deliver Measurably Better Results.

DISCOVER

ACTIVATE

Personalized Analysis
& Reporting
Think-X Discover is a patented,
validated, and EEOC-compliant
diagnostic that measures 12 Human
Potential Indicators (HPIs) in just 10
minutes. A personalized report is sent
including immediately actionable
coaching tips.

HIRE & SCORE

Cost-Effective
Coaching Options

Data-Driven Talent
Management

Using the Discover diagnostic
results, Think-X Activate is a
perfectly tailored, technologyassisted coaching program. Users
can work independently, in a small
group, or with a Think-X Certified
Coach.

Aggregate Discover data can also
be used to create Top Performer
Templates (TPTs) that enable more
predictive hiring, effective team
development, and strategic human
capital planning.

Ongoing
Self-Development Support

XCHANGE

Think-Xchange is a community of growth-minded
individuals and expert human potential activators. Filled
with videos, articles, interactive discussions, and virtual
events, Xchange provides on-demand support throughout
everyone’s self-development journey.

“It’s a win/win in each column: Diagnostic tools
combined with great coaching for someone looking
to improve.”

“Think-X lets our members upskill their thinking so

- Lew Walker, SPHR, Principal, KL HR advisors

- Nick Cooke, Co-Founder and Chief Revenue Officer, The Suite

they raise their executive presence and performance.”

Contact info@Think-X.com to discover and activate the human
potential in yourself, your organization, your clients.

